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Abstract
We studied the impact of soft ferromagnetic permalloy (Py) on the shielding currents in a strong-
pinning superconductor—YBa2Cu3O7−δwith Ba2Y(Nb/Ta)O6nano-precipitates—bymeans of
scanning transmission x-raymicroscopy. Typically and in particular when in the thinfilm limit,
superconductor/ferromagnet (SC/FM) bilayers exhibit isotropic properties of theflux line ensemble
at all temperatures. However, in elements with small aspect ratio a significant anisotropy influx
penetration is observed.We explain this effect by local in-planefields arising from anisotropic
magnetic stray fields originated by the ferromagnet. This leads to direction-dependentmotion of
magnetic vortices inside the SC/FMbilayer. Our results demonstrate that small variations of the
magnetic properties can have huge impact on the superconductor.

The interaction between superconductors and ferromagnets is complex.Most prominent is thewell-studied
proximity effect, which occurs at interfaces between superconductor (SC) and ferromagnet (FM). It describes
the penetration of superconducting correlations into the ferromagnet and of non-superconducting
quasiparticles into the superconductor [1, 2]. Since the transparency of the interface plays a crucial role, the
proximity effect can be switched off by introducing an insulating layer between SC and FM [3]. As a result, the
interaction across the interface is basically limited tomagnetic dipole coupling. Inmillimeter-sized elements the
impact of the ferromagnetic stray field on themagnetic screening of the superconductor is rather small.
However, it becomes a key factor in elements with reduced lateral sample sizew towards themicrometer-regime
while the thickness is kept constant [4–7]. Here, the localfield direction ismodified by themagnetic spin order in
the ferromagnet. This leads to unique properties inmicron-sized SC/FMheterostructures whereby they become
promising candidates for applications in the field of spintronics [8, 9] aswell as for electronic devices [10, 11].

In this paperwe study the change of localflux penetration into YBa2Cu3O7−δ–Ba2Y(Nb/Ta)O6

nanocomposite (YBCO:BYNTO) thinfilms by an adjacent soft-ferromagnetic permalloy (Py,Ni0.8Fe0.2) layer.
Owing to the large interface roughness of the YBCO:BYNTO thinfilm afinite demagnetization factor in the
plane of the Py is introduced. This is characteristic for high-temperature superconductors and a key difference to
recent studies on related SC/FM systems [10, 12].We used the x-raymicroscopeMAXYMUS at Bessy II in
Berlin to visualize the flux penetration into small superconducting elements. Themethod ofmagnetic scanning
transmission x-raymicroscopy (MSTXM) enables suchmeasurements in a broad range of temperature and
magnetic field.MSTXMat low temperatures has been proven to be a powerful tool to investigatemicron sized
SC/FMelements. The combination of a structural and spatialmagnetic resolution of less than 30 nm [13] and
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100 nm [14], respectively, qualifiesMSTXMmost for our purpose. The unique setup includes a liquid-helium
cryostat with a base temperature ofTbase=20 K and amagnetic system to applyfields up toBext=40 mT.

Magneto-optical imaging (MOFE) technique is used to support the size-dependent analysis of the bilayers by
characterizing elements withw�100 μm.Here, ferromagnetic iron garnetfilms are used to depict the local
magnetic field density distributionwith a spatial resolution of about 5 μm [15] .We refer to the review article of
Jooss et al [5] for a detailed description of themethod.

Py serves at the same time as sensing layer for the chosenmicroscopymethod. The ferromagnet allows the
exploitation of the x-raymagnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) effect for nanoscopic imaging.We use ion beam
sputtering at room temperature to deposit Py directly on top of the superconductor. Here, its small and
temperature-independent coercive field [14] is ideal to depict the localmagnetic stray field of the SC/FMbilayer
[14, 16, 17]. A protection layer of 10 nmMgO is furthermore deposited between superconductor and
ferromagnet to reduce pair-breaking effects. As previously reported, the interaction across the interface is
dominated bymagnetic dipolar coupling [18–20].

Transmissionmeasurements require an overall sample thickness of less than onemicron, due to large
absorption coefficients in the soft x-ray regime. Since YBCO:BYNTO thin films can only be grown in reasonable
quality onmatching single-crystalline substrates, the substrate thickness has to be reduced after the growth
process bymechanical cutting and focused ion-beam (FIB)milling [21] to below 600 nm.A sketch of the typical
sample geometry is shown infigure 1.

The superconductor used in this work is a∼430 nm thick YBCO filmwith insulating BYNTO
nanocolumnar inclusions as confirmed via a TEMcross-sectional image (vide infra). YBCO is a ceramic type-II
superconductor with a critical temperature of about 90 K and an extraordinarily high upper criticalfield that
makes it very attractive for amanifold of applications from the power sector to high-energy physics [22]. The
irreversibility field, i.e. themagnetic field up towhich vortices are pinned effectively and loss-free current
transport is possible, can be enlarged by the introduction of secondary phases (e.g. BYNTO) to the YBCOmatrix
and othermethods [23]. Thefilm has been prepared on a 5×5 mm2 single-crystalline (100)-oriented SrTiO3

(STO) substrate by pulsed laser deposition from amixed target of 95 mol%YBCOand 5 mol%BYNTO, as
described byOpherden et al [23] and Sieger et al [24]. Subsequent oxygen annealing leads to optimal doping and
aTc of about 90 K.

Artificial defects with dimensions in the range of a few nanometers are very effective pinning centers. The
mixed double-perovskite BYNTOhas several advantages compared to the up-to-now commonly used single-
perovskites BaMO3 (M transitionmetal) including the easy self-assembly of cube-on-cube aligned, highly
correlated nanosized columns (figure 2) being able to trapmagnetic flux aligned in theirmain direction [25, 26].

Intense research is devoted to pinning engineering, i.e. creating nanostructures with adapted size,
orientation and distributions to achieve very high pinning forces, e.g. 25 GNm−3 (77 K, 2.3 T) for a similar
YBCO:BYNTO film, which is among the highest values reported for YBCOnanocomposite films [25]. For the
transmission electronmicroscope (TEM) analysis, a cross-sectional lamella has been obtained using ionmilling
techniques via the FIB in situ lift-out procedure with anOmniprobe extraction needle and top cleaning.

The cross-sectional bright field-TEM image (figure 2) shows the fully biaxial (00ℓ) texture of the YBCO:
BYNTO layerwith cube-on-cube orientation relationship between the YBCO:BYNTO layer and the STO
substrate. It contains straight BYNTOnanocolumnswhich are flexural and splayed around 3° andY2O3

Figure 1.Cross-sectional sketch of the YBCO:BYNTO/Py heterostructure. For simplification, theMgOprotection layer and the final
aluminum capping are not displayed. The SrTiO3 (STO) substrate is locally thinned to a thickness of 600 nm to allow the transmission
of x-ray radiation. To obtain the in-plane component of the Pymagnetization, an incident angle of 30° between the plane of the
sample and the x-ray beam is used.
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platelets. The density of these BYNTOnanocolumns in YBCO is 1 nanocolumnper 39 nm. The diameter of
nanocolumns is 7.6±1.4 nmwith spacing of 16.3±3.6 nm. Also ab-aligned stacking faults can be observed
between the nanocolumns.

The prepared bilayered samples arefirst characterized by SQUIDmagnetometry at temperatures above the
superconducting transition. Themagnetic response of the ferromagnetic layer for varying in-plane fieldsBext,P is
exemplified atT=100 K infigure 3. There is a smooth change along the hard axis (x-direction)with a coercive
field of about 1.6 mT,whereas a square-shaped loopwith enlarged coercive field of about 2.2mT is observed
along the easy axis (y-direction) [27]. The coercive fields are nearly independent of temperature in the relevant
range from20 to 100 K, as depicted in the bottompanel offigure 3.

Figure 2.Bright-field transmission electronmicroscope image of the YBCO:BYNTO film close to the interface of the STO single-
crystal. BYNTO-nanocolumnswith a diameter of about 7.5 nm (vertical) andY2O3 platelets (horizontal) aswell as occasional ab-
aligned stacking faults are present.

Figure 3. (Top) SQUIDhysteresis loops in the plane (x- and y-direction) of 50 nmPy onYBCOmeasured atT=100 K. (Bottom)The
difference between the coercive fieldBc in x- and y-direction is larger than 0.5 mT in the temperature range from20 to 100 K.
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We investigated the impact of the in-plane anisotropic ferromagnet onto the superconductor bymeans of
MSTXM to locally depict themagnetic flux distribution inside the YBCO thin film. Therefore, a 20×20 μm2

SC/FMelement is cooled to a temperatureT=26 K in zero-field. Subsequently, an external out-of-plane field
Bext,⊥=40 mT is applied to forcemagnetic flux to penetrate the superconductor. As depicted infigure 4(b), the
superconductor is now in the critical state with supercurrents flowing throughout thewholefilm. This leads to a
roof-shaped geometrywith discontinuity-lines (d-lines) separating domainswhere the supercurrents sharply
bend by 90° to adjust to the shape of the sample, as sketched infigure 4(c). The corresponding in-plane field
components are themeasured signal (see figure 4(d)), introducing amulticolored state. TheMSTXMmethod is
only sensitive to themagnetization of the Py in x-direction being parallel to the incident vector of the x-ray beam.
Thus, the normalizedXMCD signal solely exhibits finite values in the left and right domain.

In isotropic quadratic films, d-linesmeet in the center of the square, wherebyα=45° and the anisotropy
ratioAJ=Jc1/Jc2=1/tan(α) equals unity. This is obviously not the case for small Py/YBCO:BYNTO thinfilm
elements, as can be seen infigures 4(b)–(d).Wefind enlarged blue/red domains in comparison to the yellow
domains.Magnetic flux penetrates faster into the left and right part of the film compared to the top and bottom
part. To understandwhy the domains are not of equal size, we first analyzed the influence of the sample
preparation on the superconducting anisotropic properties. Here, the prime suspect is ion-beammillingwith
Ga+-ions thatmight introduce a structural anisotropy into the SC/FMfilms. Therefore, twoMSTXM
measurements were performed at the same element. In between thesemeasurements the STO substrate was
thinned starting from600 to 400 nm. The perfect agreement between the resulting anisotropy ratios of
Aj(26 K)∼1.27 (see red triangle and green circle infigure 5) excludes effects stemming frompossible
implementation ofGa+-Ions into the superconductor.

The anisotropy ratiosAj of two different 20×20μm2 squares are plotted as function of temperature in
figure 5. The processingmethod for each image involves a line-wise tangent-fit tofind the corresponding flux
front points followed by a linearfitting approach to extractαBoth elements exhibit a corresponding behavior:
up to 50 KAj(T) is approximately independent of temperature featuring values ofAj(square 2)∼1.37 and
Aj(square 1)∼1.27, respectively.

Similar results were previously reported for superconducting thinfilms such asMgB2 [28] andYBCOgrown
on vicinal-cut STO [29]. For the latter, the authors explained the anisotropy by nanometer-sized pinning
centers, so called anti-phase boundaries, with awell-defined ordering. The resulting anisotropic currentflow is
unaffected by thew andAj strongly increases with reduced temperature. These are the fundamental differences
between structurally andmagnetically induced anisotropy: Owing to their weak binding potential, atomic

Figure 4. (a) SEM image of a 20×20 μm2YBCO:BYNTO thinfilm square. (b)MSTXMmicrograph of the Py/YBCO:BYNTO thin
film element in the superconducting state atT=26 K. The sample has been cooled in zerofield and subsequently exposed to an
externalmagnetic fieldBext=40 mT. (c) d-lines (green) divide the current density distribution into four domains of different size and
shape, with corresponding in-plane fields as sketched in (d).
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defects only pin vortices at low temperatures.With increasing thermal energy the probability ofmagnetic flux
lines being pinned at nanoscopic pinning centers is reduced. Thus, in case of structurally induced anisotropic
pinning,Aj(T) should exhibit a strong decrease with increasing temperature as observed in [28, 29], which is not
consistent with the results shown infigure 5.

The impact of the aspect ratiow/d ontoAj is shown infigure 6.Here, small elements (20 μm)were analyzed
byMSTXM,whereasMOFEmicroscopywas used for larger elements withwup to 1 mm.The presented data are
average values collected fromvarious samples. It becomes apparent that the anisotropy ratio is reducedwith
increasingw to approach unity in elements ofmacroscopic size (w�1 mm). The position of the flux front in
small SC/FMelements is strongly influenced by their aspect ratio. The superconducting filmprovides a
magnetic strayfieldwith a complex three-dimensional geometry. In the critical state, at the surface of the YBCO:
BYNTOfilm, the in-plane component of the strayfield is constant and proportional to the sheet current. On the
other hand, the out-of-plane componentwas shown to exhibit an increase with the lateral size of the film [6].
This behaviormakes the small superconducting elements with efficient flux line pinning to show the largest
deviations from the out-of-plane orientation of the localmagnetic field. Therefore, the localmagnetic field

Figure 5.Temperature dependence of the anisotropy ratioAj for two different squares with 20 μmlateral size. Both samples exhibit
the same temperature dependencewith comparable absolute values forAj. For temperatures up to∼50 K,Aj is a nearly temperature
independent exhibiting values of∼1.37 (blue stars, square 2) and∼1.27 (red triangles, square 1), respectively. Further increasing the
temperature towards 60 K slightly reduces the anisotropy.

Figure 6.Average anisotropy ratioAj measured for various aspect ratios atT=26 K.Aj decreaseswith increasing aspect ratio to
eventually approach unity inmacroscopic elements withw/d>1000.
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exhibits a strong inclination, which leads to a change in theflux penetration into small elements compared to
mm-sized ones. The soft-magnetic layer on top of the superconductor amplifies the in-planemagnetic
components generated by the electric currents in the superconducting thin film.

For an in-plane anisotropic ferromagnetic layer (see figure 3) the resulting local tilt of themagnetic field is
also anisotropic.When the in-plane component of the superconductor strayfield points along the x-direction
(smaller coercive field than in the y-direction), the permalloy reacts faster at the field change and themagnetic
field in this direction is enhanced. This leads to a fasterflux penetration in the left/right domain in comparison
to the top/bottomdomain.

Pinning induced anisotropies are supposed to be independent of the aspect ratio, whereby the assumption of
magnetically induced current density anisotropies in Py/YBCO:BYNTObilayers is underpinned.

In conclusion, flux penetration in SC/FMelements can be anisotropic if the involved ferromagnet exhibits
anisotropic properties. The observed effect significantly depends on the aspect ratio of the sample. In this work
we investigated bilayers consisting of YBCOwith BYNTOnanocolumns cappedwith a ferromagnetic Py layer.
We usedMSTXMandMOFEmicroscopy formagnetic analysis with high spatial resolution. Inmicro-sized
elements, theflux distribution in the superconductor exhibits an anisotropic behavior featuring anisotropy
ratios of up to 30%. This effect decreases with increasing aspect ratio tofinally vanish in the thin film limit.We
explain this behavior by both—a locally obliquemagnetic field and anisotropic in-planemagnetic properties of
the ferromagnetic layer. The ratio between in-plane and out-of-plane field components of a type-II
superconductor in the critical state is enlargedwith reduced aspect ratio. This effect is amplified by the dipolar-
coupling between superconductor strayfield and ferromagnetic layer. In addition, the anisotropic in-plane
properties of the ferromagnet break the symmetry of the system.Consequently, the penetration ofmagnetic flux
aswell as the critical currentflowbecomes asymmetric in the xy-plane. Ourfindings are of high importance for
any application of SC/FMmicro-elements.

The authors are grateful toUEigenthaler, B Stuhlhofer andTMeisner (MPI Stuttgart) for their
contributions to the sample fabrication and to EGoering (MPI Stuttgart) for fruitful discussions.
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